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Weaving the Literacy Blanket: Caring Adults Pass on the Legacy of Literacy                      Year  Three 
 What Three Year Old Children Like in Book/Play              

 Books with simple, large pictures 

 Books with pictures of faces- especially showing emotions- 

 sad, happy, frustrated, surprised 

 Stiff cardboard or fold out books 

 Books with familiar settings and situations 

 sounds made by animals etc...loud/soft-especially if funny 

 Books with textures and things to touch or shiny and sparkly 

 Photo albums of family members, or favourite toys 

 Some books have a word or two on a page: hello goodbye,  

Sit Truman, the egg cracked, Good dog, Carl, or repeat a phrase over  

Are you my Mother? These books are fun 

 Opposites: big-little, in-out,  especially if pictures are entertaining 

  Very familiar songs or poems –Three Little Kittens,Five Little Monkeys,  

 Books with pictures of favourite things...might be trucks, horses... 

 Goodnight books that soothe and set a routine 

 Catchy rhythms and rhymes that are repeated over and over. 

 A story that lets the child fill in with a word that fits and is repeated 

 Stories that naturally extend to role play ...Story About a tiger coming 

to tea then leads to pretend tea parties, Salmon going up the river,  

then we use  scarves and paper fish to act out the story 

 Stories about friendship and how to treat a friend, decision making 

And how hard it is to make a choice, sharing, waiting for something  

You really want, dealing with not getting your way, noticing that  

Things sometimes don’t look and act in the usual way, dealing 

With sadness when a toy is lost or broken 

 Underwear and anything associated with clothing can be a hit 

 Wordless books that invite collaborative story re-telling 

 Stories and characters who have familiar worries and fears. 

 Books that feature shapes and hidden letters embedded in a picture 

 Stories that present simple puzzles to be solved or problems that 

need simple solutions 
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(Remember :   Talking Together = 2500 Words a Day    - 1000 books by Five –                 Three 

Stories a Day- that is the minimum not the maximum) 

Ways we Enjoy Book/Play and Talking Time 

We still  keep it short and simple and we don’t worry about following the exact  story-line or phrases.  

The talking together aspect of book time is our focus. We make it all come alive! We help make 

connections when we say things like: “ that reminds me of a time, Remember when we...That is just like 

our.” 

We run our fingers under the words and show that we go left to right ...but we don’t make a big deal of 

this. 

We create big and small voices to go along with the story and celebrate when the dialogue gets repeated; 

especially if it is dramatic! We find simple props and retell the story. We scribble and draw the  things 

that happened. We tell the story to our toys. We use our whole bodies to re-tell the actions. 

We ask simple open ended questions that come from the pictures or story line. Where do you think he is 

going? Can he even think of a way to solve that problem? What might happen if...? 

We really like stories that are funny or have nice rhythms, rhymes  and tunes. We like to laugh together. 

We show the cover and do a picture walk to get lots of talking time in even before we start. 

We have lots of books, magazines, catalogues etc. in our home/daycare We All Read Together 

Pictures Books that Speak to Three Year Olds 

All of Mo Willems books and especially Elephant and Piggie stories  -Mem Fox is also a  favourite authour 

Pants by Giles Andrease 

The Elephant and the Bad bunny by Raymond Briggs and Elfrida Vipont 

The Bog Baby by J. Williams 

Lost and Found by Oliver Jeffers   The Egg  and Peach Pear Plum by Emily Graves 

In went Mouse           Going for a Paddle by Donna Klockars 

Are You Hungry Baby Bear? By Donna Klockars       Fish for Supper by Terri Mack 

The Tiger Who Came for Tea by Judith Kerr 

No David! By David Shannon 

Tell your own story.         When did it happen?, Who is in the story?, What physical things will be in this story? What are 

the things that happen?, Is there a blue page?, How does it end? 
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Talking Time 

Memories (Post a 

picture and Write 

a caption) 

 


